Abstract

Resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (R-fMRI) has emerged as a mainstream imaging modality with myriad applications in basic, translational and clinical neuroscience. Despite exponential growth in usage over the last two decades, R-fMRI methodologies are still confronted with significant challenges. In this talk, I would like to introduce our work on addressing fundamental methodological issues (e.g., impact of head motion, standardization and multiple comparison correction) that exist in resting-state functional connectomic studies. To facilitate the applications of our methodological recommendations, we have developed neuroinformatics platforms (DPABI/DPARSF) to advance standardized processing of R-fMRI data and also launched a collaborative initiative (The R-fMRI Maps Project) to build a data-sharing global network. Lastly, I would like to share our work on applying R-fMRI to cognitive sciences and brain disorders.
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